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Welcome to Romantic Comedies

This is my go-to feel-good genre whenever I need an 
instant pick me up or just want to be entertained.

And the best part is they’re lucrative for those who 
enjoy creating this type of content
 
• Pretty Woman $463M
• Sex & the City Movie $415M
• What Women Want $415M
• My Big Fat Greek Wedding $368M
• The Proposal $317M
• Crazy Rich Asian $238M
• Knocked Up $219M
 Source: Wikipedia

Why not write a Romantic Comedy!

This Workbook 
will help you to 

• Create your rom-com plot
• Ensure you include all 15 elements

Are you ready?

Let’s go!

Lisa London
Planner Boss & Romance Author
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More Writer Freebies https://LisaLondonBooks.com/Writer
Check out all my Writer Resources

       Pre-Breakup Elements of your romantic comedy plot

This is not who she is ultimately supposed to end up with. But it is a reflection of 
her current as is, pre-transformation state. 

1 |  False Love Interest

This is similar to a traditional Romance but in Rom Coms they are always 
opposites attract, either in personality, style, location, financials, career, 
etc.

2 | Meet Cute

What is your character’s current flaw + what love interest would be 
best for him/her at this point?

How are your romantic leads different + how/why will they cross paths

https://LisaLondonBooks.com/Writer
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       Pre-Breakup Elements of your romantic comedy plot        Pre-Breakup Elements of your romantic comedy plot

This is a great opportunity to inject some humorous hijinks into your story - go all out! 
Your readers are expecting a spectacularly embarrassing but cute encouter.

3 | Bad 1st Date

Where will they go | What will they do | Who else will be there | 
What will go wrong

4 | Kiss
Transition this from a platonic to a romantic connection.

NOTE: I realize you can still have a sweet non-touching connection but I would 
strongly advise at least progressing to a kiss in order to more firmly establish a 
connection.

Where will the 1st kiss take place + who will initiate it

https://LisaLondonBooks.com/Writer
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       Pre-Breakup Elements of your romantic comedy plot

5 | Meeting the Family
This relationship is getting serious enough to start introducing the parents to each 
other.

Will the parents help or hinder the relationship | Do they support it | 
Who were they hoping their son/daughter would end up with

It’s on! This is where you show your couple at their best and happiest together.

6 | Love Montage 

What are cute expressions of love that your couple can perform for 
each other | How can you show more of their personalities through 
these interactions

https://LisaLondonBooks.com/Writer
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       Pre-Breakup Elements of your romantic comedy plot        Pre-Breakup Elements of your romantic comedy plot

Someone at this point is going to screw up. Their old self is going to show itself in 
a not so pretty way to their partner by them making a huge mistake, hurting the 
other person or revealing a big secret [this is usually reserved for fake identities 
finally being revealed i.e.Working Girl, Mrs. Doubtfire, What Women Want]

7 |  Big Fight

What is something unforgiveable that would cause your happy couple 
to part ways

       Midpoint this is the halfway point for your love story

8 | Breakup
This is it - both parties have parted ways and are no longer dating.Make it a 
clean break with no hope of reconciliation.

When, how and where will the breakup occur |  Who will initiate it 

https://LisaLondonBooks.com/Writer
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       Post-Breakup how will they get back together

9 | Breakup Montage
Pull out the ice cream tubs, Netflix, pizza and overall doom & gloom. This is 
your couple trying to survive through a broken heart. Your

What is something unforgiveable that would cause your happy 
couple to part ways

10 | Reconnect with Family

Your character will address their family issuesat this point and reconcile - this 
is the beginning of their true transformation. This step is NECESSARY to propel 
their character arc forward

What is a past dispute or family squabble they can reconcile over

https://LisaLondonBooks.com/Writer
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       Post-Breakup how will they get back together        Post-Breakup how will they get back together

11 | Career Revamp
Have your character go after their dreams or real passions in life

What has your character always wanted to do for a living

12 | False Love Interest Closure

Your character may backtrack at this point into her old ways in order to get 
over the breakup and rebound with her ex but ultimately, she’ll discover this no 
longer satisfies her because of her new transformation

What epiphany moment will cause your character to realize it’s 
over with their ex

https://LisaLondonBooks.com/Writer
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       Post-Breakup how will they get back together

13 | Switch in who’s pursuing who
If your gal was chasing the dude in the beginning, it’s not time for the dude to 
chase your girl

What are funny ways you can show the reversal of roles from 
the beginning of who’s now pursuing who

14 | Big Gesture Apology 

This is the larger than life declaration of love where your character moves 
outside their comfort zone in order to prove their love, no matter how 
embarrassing or humiliating it could be

How can your character really go all out to show their love

https://LisaLondonBooks.com/Writer
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       Post-Breakup how will they get back together        Post-Breakup how will they get back together

15 | Happily Ever After
We need to see your couple together in their new normal.

What is one cute snippet of couple-dom you can show

Bonus | Makeover
Almost all good romantic comedies include a physical makeover where one 
character will step outside his/her everyday comfort zone to transform into 
something new

Where would this work best in your story

https://LisaLondonBooks.com/Writer
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the starting point
of all achievement

is desire
 - napoleon hill

subscribe 
new videos every Monday

https://www.youtube.com/c/lisalondonbooks

https://www.youtube.com/c/lisalondonbooks
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